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Simply Lorenzato 

by Marta Inez Rodrigues Pereira 

 

I had been busy and without much time to visit exhibitions, but a couple of weeks ago I managed to 

free up some time. So there I went to the City Centre. I packed lots of exhibitions into one same day 

but, obviously, my memory only registered three – the ones that most impressed me. 

The first one was “Samba”, at Museu de Arte do Rio (MAR). This is an extensive exhibition telling the 

story of samba music and comprised of written material, instruments, photographs, clothing, 

historical objects and, of course, art works. Very well put together. 

The second was Ella Fontanals-Cisneros’ collection of Latin American abstract/geometric art at 

Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, in Rio (CCBB-RJ). The collection is quite impressive. 

Lastly, the one I really want to share: “Lorenzato, pintura como exercício de liberdade” (Lorenzato: 

painting as exercise in liberty). I wasn’t really expecting much and went there simply because I had 

heard it mentioned. 

 

(all photos by me) 
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Amadeu Luciano Lorenzato (1900-1995) was from Belo Horizonte (Minas Gerais, Brazil), born into a 

poor Italian family. He worked as a wall painter, having lived in Italy from 1920 to 1948 when he 

studied for a while at the Reale Accademia delle Arti, in Vicenza, travelled by bike with his friend 

Cornelius Keesman around Eastern Europe, and spent a year in Paris. 

 

Back in Brazil he mainly worked in the construction industry until 1956 when an accident forced him 

to stop. He then dedicated himself to artistic painting and had his first exhibition only in 1967. 
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Despite people trying to label his paintings as naïf, he resisted being categorized. If one tries to 

analyse his work one might find traces from art history, but the simplicity of his works bring them 

closer to the present. He painted daily life; he painted as he felt. I can’t be sure what pleased me so 

much in his work, maybe it was the unpretentious depiction of simple emotions. 
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The other day a friend called my attention to a sentence she liked on the Royal Academy of Arts’ 

website, referring to the 250th Summer Exhibition. It read “With over 1,200 works on display, you’ll 

see art you love, art you hate, art that leaves you thinking and art that simply puts a smile on your 

face.” Well, you see, Lorenzato’s paintings simply put a smile on my face. 
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Lorenzato: pintura como exercício de liberdade (curated by Efrain Almeida and Wilson Lazaro) is at 

Paço Imperial, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, until 26 Aug 2018 

 


